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ABSTRACT
Cyber resilience is typically examined in a stove-piped fashion and not well integrated into systems
development, operational planning, and acquisition. Cyber resilience encompasses people, processes,
technology and data, BUT technology is the typical focus of weapon system cyber assessments. Cyber
resiliency requires a mission assessment of system vulnerabilities. However, two unique perspectives exist
within the DoD that need to be integrated.
Combatant Commanders are focused on the “so what” for cyber and have concerns that include but are
not limited to: Theater network operations, alignment of scheme of maneuver to dynamic key cyber terrain,
and a more complex challenge of synchronizing authorities, C2 and warfare integration to disrupt and
defend kill chains that impact the scheme of maneuver.
Acquisition focused commands (OSD and services) must concern themselves with Weapon System
Resilience (people, processes, and tools) and enhancing cyber vulnerability assessments. Tosupport
warfighting requirements, they must gain a deep understanding of mission impacts. When assessing a
system of systems architecture (such as GPS), the analysis must be rooted in systems engineering and
address:




Critical nodes that affect mission performance
Prioritization of risk with a deeper understanding of threats, vulnerabilities, and mission impact
Rank order prioritization of investments to exploit (or defend) critical nodes

To meet these challenges, traditional qualitative wargames and exercises can be enhanced with a
combined approach of systems engineering analysis, threat awareness, and M&S tools to provide a more
discrete assessment of offensive cyber impacts and defensively-oriented cyber resilience.
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